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2015-17 SHELBY SUPER SNAKE

Available From: R1 193 000 Inclu.

Does not include base vehicle, 50th Anniversary edition only available on 2017 MY,
Shelby retains all take-off parts

Get snake bit all over again with the 50th Anniversary Shelby Super Snake! Packing up to 750+ horses and shod with stick-to-it performance tyres,
there’s no denying that Carroll’s bold spirit lives on in this American pony car. Based on the world-class Ford Mustang GT, the new supercharged
Super Snake is equally capable on the road and the track. Shelby American collaborated with world-class auto giants like Ford Performance, Borla
and Wilwood to engineer this next gen Shelby.
The new Super Snake is an exercise in subtle details and features many first-to-market products. Working with Ford Performance, Shelby American
sharpened the handling of the independent suspension and then upgraded the brakes with massive calipers and rotors. Under the functional hood,
the Super Snake combines Ford’s iconic 5.0 V8 engine with forced induction for 670 horsepower; optional superchargers can pump out over 750
horsepower. Only 500 of these 2017 Super Snakes will be available worldwide.
For more information and to learn how to get behind the wheel of this limited edition Shelby, visit Shelby.com or call to speak with a sales associate.
STANDARD FEATURES
Performance
- Ford Performance 670 HP supercharger
- Ford Performance track handling pack
- Ford Performance exhaust
- 20” forged aluminum wheels,
black or polished
- Shelby summer performance spec tyres
- Shelby by Wilwood brake system
(6 piston front, 4 piston rear)
- Shelby exclusive brake & bearing
duct cooling system
Interiors
- Floor mats and door sill plates
- Gauge cluster with Shelby by
AutoMeter wireless gauges
- CSM badging (engine + dash)
- Engine cap set

OPTIONAL FEATURES
Exteriors
- Shelby engineered body components:
(Includes hood, grilles, rockers, rocker
splitters, front splitter, rear spoiler,
rear tail panel, rear diffuser, lower rear
splitter and more)
- Striping & badging
(2017 MY examples receive 50th
anniversary badging)
- Exclusive Shelby integrated LED
fog / running / turn signal
lamp assemblies

750+HP Option (with required options)
- 750+ horsepower supercharger (Whipple
or Kenne Bell)
- Shelby extreme cooling
- Ford Performance half shafts
- One-piece drive shaft
- Ford Performance wheel studs
Interior Options
- Shelby by Katzkin leather seat upgrade
- Shelby coil covers
- Convertible light bar

Exterior Options
- Stripe delete
(side stripe is mandatory for all models)
Performance Options
- Ford Performance half shafts
- Shelby extreme cooling system
(Includes radiator and overflow tank)
- Shelby track cooling system
(Includes extreme system in addition
to transmission,
oil and differential coolers)
- One-piece drive shaft
- Short throw shifter
- 3:73 gears
- Ford Performance wheel studs
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